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Sherman Alexie is widely known for his spectacular success as the only four-time winner of the
World Heavyweight Poetry Bout, and also for his screenplay for Smoke Signals, which won the
Audience Award and the Filmmakers Trophy at the Sundance Film Festival in January, 1998. In
2002, he wrote and directed the film The Business of Fancydancing. According to Duncan Camp-
bell: “The most familiar images of Native Americans are cinematic” and that’s why Alexie tries “to
redress the balance by writing screenplays for Smoke Signals and The Business of Fancydanc-
ing.” Indeed, Alexie has become one of the most popular and successful Native American writers
today. And in Entertainment Weekly, Alexie states: “It’s odd for an Indian to be so much beloved
by white people” (21). Yet he remains enthusiastic about storytelling and is very motivated: “Mak-
ing a movie doesn’t hold the same sort of crazy passion that books do. I die, I fall over, and I’m
depressed and miserable if I’m not writing a book” (21). Basically, Alexie regards writing as an
essential way of self-expression, but at the same time, the strong influence of cinematography and
his film-making experiences can be seen in his recent short story collections such as The Toughest
Indian in the World (2000) and Ten Little Indians (2003).
Even though Gloria Bird is critical of Alexie’s “ ‘cinematic’ narrative technique, whereby Alexie
connects ‘scene’ via tawdry remnants of (white) popular culture, likening him to an ‘Indian Spike
Lee’ ” (Evans 49), Alexie’s film-making technique works effectively in his storytelling. For exam-
ple, in the end of “Indian Country” in The Toughest Indian in the World, a certain scene is cap-
tured just like a still picture and inserted between the passages:
[Low Man Smith] rushed across the room just as Sid slapped his daughter once, then again.
One Indian man raised his hand to slap an Indian woman, but a third Indian
stepped between them. (emphasis added)
“She’s my daughter, she’s mine,” shouted Sid. (148) 
In the scene above, a picture which is composed of three Indians temporarily cuts a stream of fast-
flowing storytelling. During a sudden pause, the distance among three Indian characters is empha-
sized. In addition, Alexie frequently changes personal pronouns when addressing his characters.
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For example, Sid Polatkin is called “one Indian man,” as well as “the old man,” “longtime hus-
band,” “father,” or “the wronged son of a wronged son; the Hamlet of his reservation.” Thus, we
can see how Alexie’s multiple points of view are objective and move like camerawork from all
angles. In addition, Alexie creates a strong visual appeal by contrast of color, or by interplay of
light and shadow. When he describes the false image of the Indian reservation which white
tourists often see as “spiritual and magic” (122), the place is consistently filled with silence and
monotony.
Alexie’s use of humor is another distinctive narrative technique. As a storyteller, Alexie attracts
readers through his self-mocking tone of voice with pieces of ironic humor. Joseph Coulombe
examines how Alexie’s humor offers what Mikhail Bakhtin calls “a crude zone,” and provides “an
emotional and intellectual meeting ground for his readers to reconsider reductive stereotypes and
expectations” (95-96). On the other hand, Louis Owens sees Alexie’ humor from different points of
view. Owens points out Alexie’s humor in his fiction as “self-destructive” and “self-deprecatory”
humor, which “deflects any ‘lesson in morality’ from the non-Native reader” (76).
In “Indian Country,” Alexie introduces a confusing character, Low Man Smith, who views Indian
people and their community from a different angle, and makes fun of them with jokes and humor.
For example, Low Man thinks how it is “a strangely mannered gesture for a reservation Indian
woman,” when Sid’s wife Estell “gasped and slapped her hand over her mouth” (144). Other Indian
characters feel uneasy about Low Man’s remarks such as: “I make so much money that white peo-
ple think I’m white” (144). To the traditional Indian people, Low Man seems to be “always making
the jokes, never taking it seriously” (144). As Low Man’s jokes often do, Alexie’s description seems
to be uncomfortable for other Native American critics because of the lack of “moral” tone. Owens
believes that Alexie’s fiction shows “Indian communities in dysfunctional disarray, fragmented and
tuned inward in a frenzy of alcoholism and mutual self-destruction” (77).
Indeed, Alexie does not idealize the native people and their reservation life. In his stories, we
can recognize various kinds of gaps or invisible boundaries existing among the native people. His
aim is to not only disturb the order of Indian “country,” but also challenge Indian traditions, myths,
and its worldview:
I’m not talking about four directions corn pollen mother earth father sky shit. I’m not
talking about that stereotypical crap about being Indian. There’s always a huge dis-
tance between public persona and private person. In my art I try to keep that as nar-
row as possible. I try to write about the kind of Indian I am, the kind of person I am
and not the kind of person or Indian I wish I was. [ . . . ] I try to write with imagination
about a real world. A world in which I grew up, the world that I live in now. I just get
tired of this spiritual talk Indian artists get up there and do. [ . . . ] And their shtick is
pretending that Indians have some sort of spiritual gifts that other people don’t have. 
[ . . . ] I hate the feeling of superiority. (Torrez)
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Alexie tells a story of ordinary Indian people and their hopes and dreams, as well as their pover-
ty, alcoholism, and sense of loss and failure. These negative ideas disillusion some native critics
such as Bird or Owens who regard Alexie’s Indian character as a “helpless, romantic victim still in
the process of vanishing just as he is supposed to do” (77). However, Alexie depicts the Indian
people and their lives as a part of reality in contemporary society. As Stephen Evans examines:
“Irony and satire are essentially moral elements of his artistry” (63). Alexie takes a strong stand on
his artistry and rejects various responsibilities that other Indian people expect him to carry as a
“representative” of them.
Alexie apparently takes a different perspective of the native traditions and the role of ceremony
from other Native American writers. Both N. Scott Momaday and Leslie Marmon Silko, who repre-
sent a major stream of Native American renaissance since the 1960s and 1970s, regard ceremonies
as an important aspect of their storytelling. In Momaday’s House Made of Dawn (1968) and Silko’s
Ceremony (1977), the protagonists undertake journeys toward rebirth in the role of mythic
heroes, seeking reunification of the divided aspects of self, and restoration for a spiritual return to
their homelands. Abel, in House Made of Dawn, is introduced to the Navajo Night Chant. Tayo, in
Ceremony, is introduced to Navajo sand painting. The purpose of these ceremonies is to restore
balance and harmony in the relationships between human beings and the spirit world (Butler 383).
Momaday and Silko effectively blend Navajo tradition into their novels by adapting the ceremonial
patterns to make them relevant to the individual living in the present, and mediate between tradi-
tion and the world of the contemporary mixed-blood, who have lost their sense of self. Through
these ceremonies, Abel and Tayo return to the mythic time of origins and experience regeneration,
healed both physically and spiritually. In Alexie’s story, however, ceremony does not provide a
symbolic path to healing. In “Indian Country,” Low Man’s journey and Sara’s adulthood ceremony
are far from sacred, and they do not consist of a “homing plot” that characterizes typical Native
American novels as indicated by William Bevis (582). Unlike most Native American stories,
“home” does not represent the protagonists’ tribal identities as the goal of their quests in “Indian
Country.” However, Alexie’s stories offer a vision of positive change within traditional Indians.
Alexie creates a trickster figure to provide dynamics of life and cultural perspective in his story-
telling. In “Indian Country,” Low Man can be characterized as a trickster and plays an important
role in Sara’s elopement with her girlfriend. He cannot control his laughter that makes others in
the vicinity upset all the time. His actions are not consistent with his thoughts when it is badly
needed. As a common literary figure in Native American cultural traditions, a trickster is a popu-
lar, problematic, and powerful character, since “he/she knows no bounds, lives in a world
before/beyond classification, and is always in motion” (Babcock and Cox 99). In the story, Low
Man makes full use of the trickster’s authority to be “always in motion,” crossing over both the vis-
ible and invisible boundary of ethnicity, gender, and class. He deconstructs not only the order and
lives of the people in the small town of Missoula, Montana, but also the bond of Sara’s family from
the Spokane Indian reservation. He even shatters the pride and prejudice of Sid, who is Sara’s
hyper-masculine father and president of the Spokane Indian Reservation Veterans of Foreign Wars
(VEW). To help Sara’s lesbian marriage, Low Man attacks Sid with figures of trickster’s speech and
comically overthrows Sid’s patriarchy and homophobia in the end.
Basically, a trickster subverts traditional moral values or assists a path to salvation and resur-
rection in the protagonists’ ceremonial processes. Barbara Babcock and Jay Cox explain the trick-
ster’s ability as follows: “to teach and heal through contraries, parables, and the collective tribal
imagination” or “as accomplished scavenger and bricoleur to use beneficially what appears to be
the waste of human cultural existence” (102). In a sense, Low Man’s trickster skills enable him to
survive in an urban setting, having a successful career as a mystery writer. He tries to behave like
“the kind of Indian who didn’t get kicked out of public places” (126), and enjoys the white collar
privileges such as making a lot of money, playing golf, and belonging to seven frequent-flier clubs.
His self-mocking speech works as a tool of survival in the contemporary world, overcoming the
boundary of white and Indian, or city and reservation.
Likewise, Alexie elaborately “reshapes myth and stereotype” (Pabst) with tricksterlike story-
telling techniques, mixing humor and irony, and rejects the idea that Native American writers are
expected to tell and its readers are expected to read. He breaks down the “monotonous” native
world, stereotypes and romanticism within white imagination throughout the story. At the same
time, his perspective always reflects the reality of contemporary reservation life. Alexie’s trickster
character rejects any overestimated sacredness and idealized spirituality of the ceremony, and
attempts to disorder and change the conservative world called “Indian Country.” For example,
“salmon” functions as a metaphor of authority in “Indian Country.” It used to be a sacred symbol
of Spokane Indian tradition in the past, but now it comically shows a sense of loss of tradition and
spirituality in the contemporary world, especially when it is served on a plate at a dinner table and
quickly disappears in a few bites:
All five of them had ordered the salmon special because it had just seemed easier.  
[ . . . Sid]  sliced into his salmon and shoved a huge piece into his mouth. [ . . . ]  Sid
chewed on his salmon. The great fish was gone from the Spokane River. Disappeared. 
[ . . . ]  Sara stepped away from her mother, her father. She stepped way from the table,
away from the salmon, toward Tracy. (139―47)
The dialogue takes place at the dinner table, which functions as a “contact zone” where the differ-
ent senses of values and the opposing feelings of love and hate confront each other.
Furthermore, Alexie switches roles between a white woman and an Indian in their relationship,
as depicted in the former literary archetype. In “Indian Country,” a white woman confronts an old
Indian man to save an Indian woman:
“She’s my daughter, she’s my daughter,” shouted Sid as he punched Low in the chest.
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Low staggered back and fell to one knee.
“She’s my daughter,” shouted Sid as he turned to attack Tracy. But she slapped him
hard. Surprised, defeated, Sid dropped to the floor beside Low.
The two Indian men sat on the ground as the white woman stood above them.
(emphasis added, 148)
As mentioned before, a film-making technique is used also in the scene above in order to empha-
size the switchover. Alexie looks at the relationship of a white and an Indian from a different
angle, and this story is a significant example of changing the stereotypical image of native people
as “victims.”
Alexie’s stories do not simply show friction between Indians and Whites. He tells stories about
various couples of the same sex, but having different ethnicity, such as the lesbian couple of an
Indian woman and a white woman in “Indian Country.” Other examples can be seen in the friend-
ship between an Indian man and a white man in “South by the Southwest,” an Indian wife and a
white husband in “Assimilation,” and an Indian husband and a white wife in “Class.” In depicting
the harmony in these ethnically diverse relationships, Alexie continues to ponder over the ques-
tion of being an Indian socially and personally. With regard to “Indianness,” Alexie states:
I think there are three stages of Indian-ness: The first stage is where you feel inferior
because you’re Indian, and most people never leave it. The next stage is feeling superi-
or because you’re Indian and a small percentage of people get into that and most never
leave it. At the end, they get on realizing that Indians are just as fucked up as every-
body else. No better no worse. I try to be in that stage. I go through all three. At any
given point in the day I could be in any of the three, but I try to spend most of my life
in the third stage. (Torrez)
This explains why Alexie is not afraid of depicting the dark side of reality in the Native American
community, such as poverty, violence, alcoholism, and the loss of identity. His aim is not to main-
tain the stereotype of “a helpless, romantic victim still in the process of vanishing” (Owens 77),
but to present a “sociopolitical reality” as a result of “centuries of abuse and neglect,” while mak-
ing the most of “the potential of humor to link different sorts of people together despite ethnic,
racial, and cultural boundaries” (Coulombe 108). Thus, the minute viewpoint for reality is an
essential part of his dynamic storytelling.
To a greater or less extent, Alexie overcomes a feeling of entrapment of “Indianness” as dis-
cussed in “The Search Engine” in Ten Little Indians:
No matter what I write, a bunch of other Indians will hate it because it isn’t Indian
enough, and a bunch of white people will like it because it’s Indian. Do you know what
I mean? If I wrote poems, I’d feel trapped. [ . . . ] I don’t even know what Indian is sup-
posed to be. How could you know? (41)
The story tells of a relationship between a college student, Corliss, and an Indian poet Harlan
Atwater, who quits writing poems and renounces the world. This story cynically reflects the cir-
cumstance surronding Alexie as a Native American writer. However, Alexie never loses his enthu-
siasm for writing, unlike Atwater. His stories always challenge the stereotypical images of
“Indianness.”
The situation of Native American writers has changed since Momaday’s House Made of Dawn
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1969, and when Silko’s Ceremony was recognized as a “privi-
leged ‘minority’ text” (Roemer 12) in the formation of the canon of American literature. Since
then, many Native American critics are inclined to demand that Native American texts should
reflect “defense of treaty-protected reservation land bases as homelands to the indigenes,” or “sug-
gest a responsibility of art as an ethical endeavor or the artist as responsible social critic, a
marked departure from the early renaissance works of such luminaries as N. Scott Momaday and
Leslie Marmon Silko” (Cook-Lynn 126). And those critics tend to attack Alexie for not “accurately”
representing the native people’s “communities without exploiting them” (Bird 51). According to
Coulombe, Alexie is accused of avoiding “the moral and social obligation to educate white readers
and reinstill cultural pride in Indian readers,” and his humor and playfulness “betrays Indian peo-
ple by presenting them as clichés who deserve to be laughed at” (94). As Kenneth Roemer warns,
however, there is the danger that House Made of Dawn or Ceremony’s canonization may “limit the
perceptual paradigm” of Indian experiences, and that it runs the risk of “distorting stereotypes of
generic Indians” (27). While overcoming the binalistic idea between white and Indian, or between
good and evil, Alexie never generalizes himself by representing Native American people, and he
avoids the problem of homogenization, since “the question of ‘speaking as’ involves distancing
from oneself” (Spivak 59-60). As “one of the most promising of the new generation of American
writers” (Velie 407), Alexie attracts his readers not with his “Indianness,” but with his rich story-
telling techniques and ingenious sense of humor.
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